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Extensive Line of High Precision Gear Reducers and
Linear Mount Products Featured in New Catalog from GAM
Mount Prospect, IL, USA, 15 February 2008 – In-line gear reducers, right-angle gear
reducers and linear mount products with varying degrees of precision are the focus of a
new 72-page catalog from GAM. Eleven product lines are featured including four new
lines – the SPL Series of shaft output in-line planetary gearboxes, the FP Series of
shaftless in-line planetary gearboxes, the SSP Series of washdown servo in-line
gearboxes for sanitary applications and the Dyna Lite Series, a right-angle gearbox that
offers the performance and price of in-line gearboxes.
Also featured is a line of gearboxes designed to simplify mounting to a linear ball screw
or belt module. The gearboxes, in-line and right-angle versions, feature a hollow output
that eliminates the need for additional couplings or adapters. Another mounting solution
detailed is the Linear Slide Kit (LSK). Designed to simplify mounting linear slides to
motors and gearboxes, the LSK includes a bellows or elastomer coupling plus all
mounting hardware, is customized to the user’s motor or gearbox and linear slide and is
readily available for delivery.
Many other gear reducers are covered as well ranging from the very high-precision
I.M.P.A.C.T.® Series of in-line planetary gearbox with an integrated bellows coupling on
the input and an integrated bellows or elastomer coupling on the output; the Dyna
Series right-angle gearbox with hypoid gearing; the EPL in-line gearbox, a low-cost
option for less demanding servo applications and more.
Complete information on each product line is included in the catalog: cutaway
illustrations identifying internal components, dimensional drawings, performance data,
sizing information and helpful selection guides.
For more information on GAM's full line of gear reducers, linear slide kits, servo
couplings and safety couplings, contact GAM, 901 E. Business Center Drive, Mount
Prospect, IL 60056, Telephone (847) 649-2500, FAX (847) 649-2501.
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